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Case 
C-Tek Corporation: Salesforce Sizing 
and Allocation for Grinding Products 

By Gary L. Lilien and Arvind Rangaswamy 

 

 

1. Before beginning any case, students should familiarize 
themselves with the model being used. Marketing Engineering for 
Excel comes with tutorials that demonstrate the capability of 
each model. The tutorial can be found under each model within 
the ME►XL menu after starting Excel.  These tutorials are 
designed to work with our OfficeStar examples which are located 
in the My Marketing Engineering directory, usually installed in My 
Documents during software installation. 

2. There is no external data set associated with this case; all 
necessary data are included herein. 

 

Background 
C-Tek Corporation was founded in 1889 in Twin Harbors, Minnesota by seven 
businessmen determined to develop new materials for grinding wheels, 
sandpaper and abrasives products. Since its inception, the company’s lines of 
business expanded into numerous other, related areas, mainly centered 
around materials involving either adhesion or abrasion. 

From its start in the late 1800's, the company grew entirely through internal 
innovation and growth to revenue of more than $20 Billion in 2004. It has 
always prided itself on producing many small innovations and occasional 
breakthrough products and providing a climate that encouraged internal 
entrepreneurship and systemic growth.  

Each of the company’s 33 lines of business operates its own channels, mixing 
direct sales with an extensive set of distributor relationships. Each of these 
lines of business operates as a rather independent business unit, with its own 
revenue targets and profit and loss statements. 

In August of 2004, John Sawyers, Sales Manager for the Grinding Products 
division of C-Tek, attended a seminar hosted by Penn State’s Institute for the 
Study of Business Market, where he heard about a method for using 
managerial judgment to determine the best level of selling effort and how to 
allocate that selling effort. While his business had been growing, he felt that 
he was not able to keep up with competitors due to no change in his 
headcount in the past five years. And as his most recent proposals to add to 
his US salesforce of 52 had been denied, he felt that the “judgmental 
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approach” might be just what he needed to build a more defensible case for an 
increase in his salesforce size. 

 Session Preparation 
John met with Professor Gary Lilien of Penn State, who had demonstrated the 
process using his Marketing Engineering software, ReAllocator. They discussed 
the need for careful background information-gathering, the assembling of a 
team of sales managers, sales representatives, marketing planners and 
product developers to be able to provide the data and environment for 
performing the analysis. 

They also developed a “base team,” comprised of John, Paul Stearn, market 
research manager, and Susan Ellis, planning director. 

In those discussions, the base team identified several critical issues. First, they 
determined that the appropriate unit of analysis would be the sales branch. 
Sales representatives at Grinding Products work out of 14 sales branches in 
the US. 

Next, they discussed appropriate assumptions for the level of new product 
development. This was an area of some great concern. Product development 
had promised but not delivered “breakthrough” products during each of the 
past four years. They decided to assume a “moderate” level of product 
development—no breakthrough products, but with product development 
keeping pace with the developments in the past three years. 

Two other critical issues involved the assumed length of the planning horizon.  
They chose a three-year horizon for all related data, assuming that this would 
be a reasonable length of time for any new hires or transfers to have their 
complete impact on the marketplace. 

The second critical item involved the assignment of an average profit margin 
to each of the sales branches. Background work that Susan provided showed 
that the mix of products sold at each branch did not differ substantially in 
terms of profit margin, and the company had recently adopted an activity-
based costing process that permitted C-Tek to be fairly comfortable in 
allocating costs to products. However, there was a great deal of discussion 
about the appropriate assumption of profit margins projected three years into 
the future. The team decided to use 0.35 as their “best guess”, but suggested 
that Lilien run the analysis with margins running from 0.20 (worst case) to 
0.45 (very optimistic). 

The average, fully loaded cost for a sales rep at C-Tek was projected to be 
$147,000. 

 Calibration Session  
They organized a calibration session for early February 2005, involving 16 
senior sales reps, national sales managers, a product development manager, 
the division’s marketing managers, and two marketing research analysts.  
After a 1-1/2 hour introduction session, the group broke into four subgroups, 
each of which built a sales response function for three to four sales branches, 
by essentially answering the following questions: 

What would sales be in three years at this branch with:  

(a) No sales force representation? 

(b) One fewer sales representative? 

(c) The same number of sales representatives? 

(d) One more sales representative? 
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(e) A very large increase in the number of sales representatives? 

Appendix 1 provides details about the background, the process, facilitator 
instructions and the calibration form used to collect the data. 

Appendix 2 provides the data that emerged from the session. (Appendix 3 
provides a bit more background about the process). 
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EXERCISES: 
 

1. Using the base data, run analyses for C-Tek, both for an unconstrained 
analysis and for a fully constrained analysis (reallocation). Develop 
sensitivity analyses concerning profit margin as well. What alternatives 
and options does this analysis suggest? 

2. Product development has a breakthrough technology that they claim 
will increase the size of the market by 20-25% with average profit 
margins approaching 40% for the full line of products. What would the 
impact of such a scenario be on your results and recommendations 
from Q1? 

3. What would you recommend and why?  
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Appendix 1: Marketing Effort Sizing and 
Allocation Process 
 

Overview  
Most companies use judgment and intelligent rules-of-thumb to determine the 
size and allocation of its marketing and sales force resources.  While that 
approach generally produces adequate results, a systematic disciplined 
approach to the problem, using specialized computer modeling combined with 
managerial inputs, generally produces between a 6% and a 15% increase in 
sales revenue simply by reallocating or redeploying existing resources, with no 
increase in spending.  Greater benefits can be derived by studying both the 
size of the marketing or sales force level and how those activities should be 
allocated. 

What managers believe about how the market operates can be captured in 
what we call a market response function, relating level of marketing or selling 
effort to current or anticipated sales.  Framing the marketing or sales force 
sizing and allocation problem in terms of a sales response function allows us to 
extract judgments from managers about how they believe the market operates 
(the sales response functions), while using the computer to determine, given 
those beliefs, what marketing or sales force sizing and allocation is most cost 
effective (the optimization procedure). 

Appendix 3, an article by Lilien, Rangaswamy and Matanovich, entitled 
“Harnessing Expert Judgment: Models help build profitability into sales force 
size and allocation decisions,” outlines the approach. This document outlines a 
process to implement the approach. 

Approach  
Each study has three phases: Background, Calibration Meeting and Follow-up 

Phase 1:  Background Data Collection 

In this phase we jointly determine what the best way to structure the problem 
will be and how to break down the marketplace into segments (usually some 
combination of product/market/geography/channel---consistent with the way 
marketing or sales resources are allocated and measured in the firm).  We will 
need to engage either in a meeting or a teleconference of about 2 hours to 
address the key issues (unit of analysis, planning horizon, etc) and structure 
of the program and determine responsibilities, including that of the “client.” 

The client provides the following information:  

Planned level of effort (marketing expenditure or sales force man-
months or man-years) in each segment 

Anticipated sales level in each segment over the planning horizon 
(probably a year) 

Expected gross profit margin (%) BEFORE subtracting the cost of 
marketing or selling in each segment 

Planning assumptions for each segment: 

  Market growth 
  New product introduction assumptions 
  Competitive and environmental assumptions  
  Other general or segment specific market assumptions 
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The analytic team will provide: 

Templates that should be used to deliver this information as well and 
briefing forms to be supplied to participants in the Group Calibration 
Meeting (Phase 2). 

 

Phase 2:  Calibration Meeting 

The purpose of the calibration is to get the best-pooled judgment of key 
stakeholders in the sizing and allocation decision problem as inputs to the 
optimization software. 

Such a meeting should involve: 

Marketing or sales manager(s) 
Local sales representatives (if studying the sales force) 
Representatives from marketing (planning) / marketing research / 
product development 
Internal facilitator (to enable further implementation and follow-up) 
Representative(s) from senior management, with overall budget 
approval 

Attendees should receive communication indicating the objectives of the 
meeting and a preliminary assignment to prepare them for the task. 

The calibration meeting will stretch across two days, with the following rough 
schedule: 

Previous day: Travel, setup and briefing of facilitator.  Run through meeting 
plan. 

 

Meeting Day 1: 

Overview of the approach and proven benefits of the pooled judgment 
approach to marketing and sales force sizing and allocation. 

Discussion of small group tasks 

Facilitated pooled judgmental market judgment task (See facilitator 
instructions and sample calibration form, attached) 

Lunch 

Continuation of pooled judgment task (if necessary), closing no later 
than 3 pm 

Rest of the day/evening, research team runs analyses and prepares 
presentation for next day 

 

Meeting Day 2: (about 2-3 hours) 

Feedback/Review of results and implications 

Sensitivity analyses 

Questions/answers, demonstration of implications of different 
assumptions 

Discussion of implementation process 
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Phase 3: Reporting and Follow-up 

The research team produces a report on the process and the recommendations 
that emerged.  That report includes a copy of the software that can be used by 
the client to run further analyses or to update the recommendations. 
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Facilitator Instructions: Sizing and Allocation 
Exercise  
As a group facilitator, your job is to move the group calibration discussion 
along and to collect and report on the responses. You should be prepared to 
explain some things 

 

Goals 

Marketing and sales effort affects customer choices in the marketplace. Our 
goal is to determine what levels to set for marketing or selling effort by 
pooling our judgments on what effect the selling effort is likely to have in the 
market. Once we have that information, we will be able to use a computer 
model to see the implications of our combined judgments.  In the rest of this 
note, for specificity, we will consider sales force effort.   Analogous instructions 
hold for advertising/communications spending, promotional spending and the 
like 

 

Process: 

During the pooled judgment phase the process and rules are as follows: 

Open discussion 
Anonymous response 
Consensus unnecessary 
No right or wrong answers--respect one-another’s opinions 
Mutual understanding is vital 
Recycle until judgments stabilize  
Report on median response, highest and lowest after each round. 
 

For example: 

 

What is your best guess about what would be the most 
likely effect on segment sales relative to reference 
conditions in 2002 if the level of selling effort in 2005 
were to increase from our current plan by adding one 
additional salesperson? Responses were…. 

 

+8% +12% +13% +9% +10% +11% +16% 

 

You would report back to the group: 

“The average (median) response on this round was +11% 
(fourth highest of the seven responses) with a high of +16% 
and a low of +8%.”     

Shall we discuss the differences in our assumptions that lead to 
these different responses? 
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In order to get the best out of the exercise; the responses must be 
reasonable. Remember these are investments and must pay for themselves 
(either in the short or the long term).  To be profitable, marketing investments 
must return at least 1/(%margin) to be profitable: 

If it costs you $150,000 for a sales person, and that salesperson 
brings in $750,000 in extra sales, you only make money if the profit 
from those sales exceeds the cost of the sales person, i.e., is greater 
than that $150,000 or 20% of sales.  At incremental margins of 20% 
for example, such an investment must return 1/.2 or 5 times their cost 
in extra sales to be profitable. 

The best way to think about selling response is to ask “What would we do with 
an extra sales person?  How many personal visits could we make, how many 
contacts does it take to capture (or retain) a customer and what is the average 
sales/customer?”   

 

Reference conditions  

We will set the reference conditions as an anchor point so that everyone is 
working off of the same base assumptions.  The analysis will not be very 
sensitive to the choice of reference conditions, but is very sensitive to our 
assumptions about what happens in the market when we change from those 
reference conditions.   

 

Other items 

• Separate people from the problem--“Let’s look at the market together” 

• Get everyone to talk/provide input. 

• Ask if anyone has any data that can help (previous sales-effectiveness 
/ benchmarking studies). 

• Keep a sense of humor--this exercise should be interesting and fun! 



 

C-Tek Calibration Form 
 
Sales Branch: ________________ 
 
  Reference Conditions for time frame: 2008 

 
Reference # Reps (= current size)   _______________ 

Reference Base Sales Level ($000)   _______________ 

Average Sales/Sales Person ($000)  _______________ 

Reference Market Potential    _______________ 

 
Selling Effort Response: 

 
What would C-Tek market segment sales be at reference conditions but with: 

 

⇒ $0 Selling Effort? *     _______%  or _______Sales Level ($000) 

⇒ Decrease Selling Effort by ____ salespeople?  _______%  or _______Sales Level ($000) 

 
Reference Selling Effort       100%   or _______Sales Level ($000) 

 

⇒ Increase Selling Effort by ____ salespeople?  _______%  or _______Sales Level ($000) 

⇒ Very Large (unlimited) Selling Effort? **   _______%  or _______Sales Level ($000) 

 
Minimum # of salespeople that would be possible =  _______ 

 
*The lowest level you would expect sales to drop to if selling effort was essentially discontinued. 
**The biggest gain in sales (considering competitive response) that you could capture with very large expenditures in selling effort. 

 
Reference Environmental/Market/Competitive) Assumptions: 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Appendix 2: C-Tek Grinding Products 
Calibration and Reference Data 
 

This appendix provides both the data from the judgmental calibration exercise 
(Tables 1 and 2) as well as the additional reference information to create a 
Reallocation spreadsheet. The table below gives the raw data: 

 

#of Reps 0 -1 Base 1 Many 

LA 5 50.0% 77.5% 100.0% 110.0% 188.0% 

SF 4 60.0% 82.5% 100.0% 110.0% 150.0% 

Seattle 3 50.0% 77.5% 100.0% 125.0% 162.5% 

Boston 4 55.0% 82.5% 100.0% 120.5% 150.0% 

Philly 5 52.0% 90.0% 100.0% 112.5% 145.0% 

Cleveland 4 45.0% 79.0% 100.0% 127.5% 165.0% 

Atlanta 3 49.0% 77.0% 100.0% 130.0% 199.0% 

Nashville 3 55.0% 70.0% 100.0% 125.0% 160.0% 

High Point 4 38.0% 70.0% 100.0% 129.0% 155.0% 

Dallas 3 50.0% 72.0% 100.0% 127.5% 200.0% 

Chicago 5 50.0% 75.0% 100.0% 115.0% 130.0% 

Cincinnati 3 44.0% 80.0% 100.0% 115.0% 145.0% 

St Louis 3 40.0% 70.0% 100.0% 125.0% 145.0% 

Twin Cities 3 40.0% 75.0% 100.0% 115.0% 130.0% 

Avg. 48.4% 77.0% 100.0% 120.5% 158.9% 

Max 60.0% 90.0% 100.0% 130.0% 200.0% 

Min 38.0% 70.0% 100.0% 110.0% 130.0% 

 

Table 1: Results from judgmental calibration. 

 

Where 

●   0 means there is no selling effort in that sales branch 
● -1 means there is 1 sales person fewer than the current level of selling 

effort 
● +1 means there 1 sales person more than the current level of selling 

effort 
● many means there is unlimited selling effort available in that sales 

branch 
 

In the software, the response curve sensitivity should be set to 33%. (You 
must override the defaults settings of -50% and +150% and replace with -
33% and +133% in the appropriate cells of the Calibration sheet)  In other 
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words, we investigate what would happen if there were 33% more or fewer 
reps than we currently have. 

For a branch with 3 reps, 33% more or fewer is equivalent to 1 additional or 1 
fewer rep, so we can input the results from the calibration session directly.  

If a branch has more or less than 3 reps, we must adjust the raw calibration 
data above before inputting it into our software. 

The adjustment procedure is the following: 

First consider +1 rep.  Call the calibration X (=1.15 or 115% for example) 

For a branch with N reps (N=3, 4 5 for example) we adjust X as follows: 

 X* = 1 + (X - 1) * (N/3) 

 (So if X = 1.15 and we have 4 reps, X* = 1.2 or 120%) 

Similarly, for -1 reps, call the calibration number Y (=.85 or 85%, for 
example).  Here we adjust Y as follows: 

 Y* = 1-(1-Y)*(N/3) 

 (So if Y=.85 and we have 4 reps, Y*=.80 or 80%) 

 

 #of 
Reps 0 -33% Base +33% Many 

LA 5 50.0% 62.5% 100.0% 116.7% 188.0% 

SF 4 60.0% 76.7% 100.0% 113.3% 150.0% 

Seattle 3 50.0% 77.5% 100.0% 125.0% 162.5% 

Boston 4 55.0% 76.7% 100.0% 127.3% 150.0% 

Philly 5 52.0% 83.3% 100.0% 120.8% 145.0% 

Cleveland 4 45.0% 72.0% 100.0% 136.7% 165.0% 

Atlanta 3 49.0% 77.0% 100.0% 130.0% 199.0% 

Nashville 3 55.0% 70.0% 100.0% 125.0% 160.0% 

High Point 4 38.0% 60.0% 100.0% 138.7% 155.0% 

Dallas 3 50.0% 72.0% 100.0% 127.5% 200.0% 

Chicago 5 50.0% 58.3% 100.0% 125.0% 130.0% 

Cincinnati 3 44.0% 80.0% 100.0% 115.0% 145.0% 

St Louis 3 40.0% 70.0% 100.0% 125.0% 145.0% 

Twin Cities 3 40.0% 75.0% 100.0% 115.0% 130.0% 

 

Table 2: Adjusted calibration results. 

  

The software should use the values in Table 2 above. 
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Table 3, below, provides the additional reference information to analyze the C-
Tek situation. 

 

Sales Branch 
Current Number of 

Reps 

Planned Sales Level (2008) 

($000) 

Los Angeles 5 $8,250 
San Francisco 4 $5,598 
Seattle 3 $8,703 
Boston 4 $9,464 
Philadelphia 5 $6,777 
Cleveland 4 $9,260 
Atlanta 3 $6,163 
Nashville 3 $6,793 
High Point 4 $4,294 
Dallas 3 $5,372 
Chicago 5 $11,119 
Cincinnati 3 $7,798 
St. Louis 3 $5,557 
Twin Cities 3 $8,772 

 

Table 3: Current Number of Reps and Planned Sales Levels for C-Tek 
Sales Branches. 
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Appendix 3: Harnessing Expert Judgment 
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